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LOCALLY DEFINABLE HOMOTOPY
ELI´AS BARO 1 AND MARGARITA OTERO2
ABSTRACT. In [3] o-minimal homotopy was developed for the definable cat-
egory, proving o-minimal versions of the Hurewicz theorems and the White-
head theorem. Here, we extend these results to the category of locally defin-
able spaces, for which we introduce homology and homotopy functors. We
also study the concept of connectedness in
W
-definable groups – which are
examples of locally definable spaces. We show that the various concepts
of connectedness associated to these groups, which have appeared in the
literature, are non-equivalent.
1 Introduction
According to H.Delfs and M.Knebusch, the reference [8] is the first part
of what “is designed as a topologie ge´ne´rale for semialgebraic geometry”.
The main purpose of the book is to introduce a new category extending the
semialgebraic one and large enough to be able to deal with objects such as
covering maps of “infinite degree”. Specifically, the authors define locally
semialgebraic spaces, roughly, as those obtained by glueing infinitely many
affine semialgebraic sets.
In the o-minimal setting we have the corresponding situation, the de-
finable category is not large enough to deal with certain natural objects.
Even though the theory of locally semialgebraic spaces had not been for-
mally extended to the o-minimal framework, some related notions have al-
ready appeared – always carrying a group structure. This is the case of∨
-definable groups which were used by Y. Peterzil and S. Starchenko in [17]
as a tool for the study of interpretability problems. Later, M. Edmundo
introduces a restricted notion of
∨
-definable groups in [10] and he develops
a whole theory around them. However, the latter two categories are not
so flexible and general as the locally definable category. For instance, in
the locally definable category there is a natural adaptation of the classical
construction of universal coverings which generalize the corresponding result
for restricted
∨
-definable groups in [11]. Another example of the rigidity of
the
∨
-definable groups and their restricted analogues are the non-equivalent
notions of connectedness introduced in [10],[11],[15] and [17] which we can
now clarify by considering the locally definable category.
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On the other hand, in [8], after introducing the locally semialgebraic
category, locally semialgebraic homotopy theory is developed. Delfs and
Knebusch first prove – using the Tarski-Seidenberg principle – some beau-
tiful results relating both the semialgebraic and the classical homotopy of
semialgebraic sets defined without parameters – and hence realizable over
the reals. Then, they generalize these results to regular paracompact locally
semialgebraic spaces – the nice ones. Because of the lack of the Tarski-
Seidenberg principle in o-minimal structures, only the o-minimal fundamen-
tal group was considered (see [6]) with strong consequences in the study of
definable groups in [12]. In [3], the authors fill this gap – in the study of
definable homotopy – by relating both the o-minimal and the semialgebraic
(higher) homotopy groups. The core of the latter work is the adaptation to
the o-minimal setting of some techniques used in [8] via a refinement of the
Triangulation theorem (see the Normal Triangulation Theorem in [1]).
Having at hand these recent results for the o-minimal homotopy theory,
it seems to us natural to extend them to the locally definable category.
Therefore, we have taken this opportunity to develop the locally definable
category in o-minimal structures expanding a real closed field. Furthermore,
we have tried to unify the related notions of
∨
-definable groups and their
restricted version via the theory of locally definable spaces. We also point
out that we have avoided the presentation style of Delfs and Knebusch in [8]
with “sheaf” flavour, using instead the natural generalization of definable
spaces of L.van den Dries in [9].
The results of this paper have already been applied to prove the con-
tractibility of the universal covering group of a definably compact abelian
group (see [5]).
In Section 2 we first introduce the category of locally definable spaces
(in short ld-spaces). Locally definable spaces of special interest are the
regular paracompact ones (in short LD-spaces). We collect the relevant
facts from [8] which can be directly adapted to our context, most notably
the Triangulation Theorem for LD-spaces. In [17] it is implicitly proved that
the
∨
-definable groups are examples of ld-spaces. In Section 3 we prove that
the restricted ones are moreover paracompact –and hence LD-spaces– and
we also discuss other examples of ld-spaces. In Section 4 we deal with
connectedness for ld-spaces and we clarify the relation among the different
notions of connectedness used for
∨
-definable groups which appear in the
literature. A homology theory for LD-spaces is developed in Section 5 via
an alternative approach to that of [8] for locally semialgebraic spaces (which
goes through sheaf cohomology). Finally, with all these tools at hand, we
prove in Section 6 the generalizations to LD-spaces of the homotopy results
in [3], in particular the Hurewicz theorems and the Whitehead theorem.
We will work over an o-minimal expansion of a real closed field. How-
ever, for some of the results the presence of a field can be weakened, namely
when we do not use triangulations. We have added a Omitting the r.c.f.
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assumption at the end of Section 4. The rest of the sections, i.e., Section 5
and Section 6, deal with LD-spaces. The main reason to consider LD-spaces
is that we are able to triangulate them, hence the assumption of having a
real closed field is needed to make sense of the complexes.
The results of this paper are part of the first author’s Ph.D. dissertation.
The proofs of the results below stated as Facts are adaptations of the cor-
responding ones in the semialgebraic context, their complete proofs in the
o-minimal setting can be found in [2, Ch.3].
2 Preliminaries on locally definable spaces
We fix an o-minimal expansion R of a real closed field R. We take the order
topology on R and the product topology on Rn for n > 1. For the rest of
this paper, “definable” means “definable with parameters” and “definable
map” means “continuous definable map”, unless otherwise specified.
We shall briefly discuss the category of locally definable spaces. All the
results we list in this section are analogous to those of locally semialgebraic
spaces in [8]. The proofs of these results in [8] are based on properties of
semialgebraic sets which are shared by definable sets. Hence we have not
included their proofs here (see also [2, Ch.3]).
Definition 2.1. Let M be a set. An atlas on M is a family of charts
{(Mi, φi)}i∈I , where Mi is a subset of M and φi : Mi → Zi is a bijection
between Mi and a definable set Zi of Rn(i) for all i ∈ I, such that M =⋃
i∈IMi and for each pair i, j ∈ I the set φi(Mi ∩Mj) is a relative open
definable subset of Zi and the map
φij := φj ◦ φ−1i : φi(Mi ∩Mj)→Mi ∩Mj → φj(Mi ∩Mj)
is definable. We say that (M,Mi, φi)i∈I is a locally definable space. The
dimension of M is dim(M) := sup{dim(Zi) : i ∈ I} (an integer ≥ 0 or
∞). If Zi and φij are defined over A for all i, j ∈ I, A ⊂ R, we say that M
is a locally definable space over A.
We say that two atlases (M,Mi, φi)i∈I and (M,M ′j , ψj)j∈J on a set M
are equivalent if and only if for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J we have that (i)
φi(Mi ∩M ′j) and ψj(Mi ∩M ′j) are relative open definable subsets of φi(Mi)
and ψj(M ′j) respectively, (ii) the map ψj◦φ−1i |φi(Mi∩M ′j) : φi(Mi∩M ′j)→Mi∩
M ′j → ψj(Mi ∩M ′j) and its inverse are definable and (iii) Mi ⊂
⋃
k∈J0 M
′
k
and M ′j ⊂
⋃
s∈I0 Ms for some finite subsets J0 and I0 of J and I respectively.
Note that in the above definition if we take I to be finite then M is just
a definable space in the sense of [9]. In fact, some of the notions that we are
going to introduce in this section are generalizations of the corresponding
ones in the category of definable spaces.
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Even though the above definition seems different from its semialgebraic
analogue (see [8, Def.I.3]), they are actually equivalent. In [8] it is (implic-
itly) proved that Definition I.3 is equivalent to the semialgebraic analogue
of our definition here (see [8, Lem.I.2.2] and the remark after [8, Lem.I.2.1]).
The same proofs can be adapted to the o-minimal setting.
Given a locally definable space (M,Mi, φi), there is a unique topology
in M for which Mi is open and φi is a homeomorphism for all i ∈ I. For the
rest of the paper any topological property of locally definable spaces refers to
this topology. We are mainly interested in Hausdorff topologies. Henceforth,
an ld-space means a Hausdorff locally definable space.
We now introduce the subsets of interest in the category of ld-spaces.
Definition 2.2. Let (M,Mi, φi)i∈I be an ld-space. We say that a subset X
of M is a definable subspace of M (over A) if there is a finite J ⊂ I such
that X ⊂ ⋃j∈JMj and φj(Mj ∩X) is definable (resp. over A) for all j ∈ J .
A subset Y ⊂M is an admissible subspace of M (over A) if φi(Y ∩Mi)
is definable (resp. over A) for all i ∈ I, or equivalently, Y ∩X is a definable
subspace of M (resp. over A) for every definable subspace X of M (resp.
over A).
The admissible subspaces of an ld-space are closed under complements,
finite unions and finite intersections. Moreover, the interior and the closure
of an admissible subspace is an admissible subspace.
Every definable subspace of an ld-space is admissible. The definable sub-
spaces of an ld-space are closed under finite unions and finite intersections,
but not under complements. The interior of a definable subspace is a defin-
able subspace. However, the closure of a definable subspace might not be a
definable subspace (see Example 3.2).
Remark 2.3. Given an ld-space (M,Mi, φi)i∈I we have that every admis-
sible subspace Y of M inherits in a natural way a structure of an ld-space,
whose atlas is (Y, Yi, ψi)i∈I , where Yi := Mi ∩ Y and ψi := φi|Yi . In particu-
lar, if Y is a definable subspace then it inherits the structure of a definable
space.
Now, we introduce the maps that we will use in the locally definable
category. First, note that given two ld-spaces M and N , with their atlas
(Mi, φi)i∈I and (Nj , ψj)j∈J , respectively, the atlas (Mi×Nj , (φi, ψj))i∈I,j∈J
makes M × N into an ld-space. In particular, if M and N are definable
spaces, then M×N is a definable space. Recall that a map f from a definable
space M into a definable space N is a definable map over A, A ⊂ R, if its
graph is a definable subset of M ×N over A.
Definition 2.4. Let (M,Mi, φi)i∈I and (N,Nj , φj)j∈J be ld-spaces. A map
f : M → N is an ld-map (over a subset A of R) if f(Mi) is a definable
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subspace of N and the map f |Mi : Mi → f(Mi) is definable (resp. over A)
for all i ∈ I.
The behavior of admissible subspaces and ld-maps in the locally definable
category is different from that of definable subsets and definable maps in the
definable category. For, even though the preimage of an admissible subspace
by an ld-map is an admissible subspace, the image of an admissible subspace
by an ld-map might not be an admissible subspace (see comments after
Example 3.1). Nevertheless, the image of a definable subspace by an ld-map
is a definable subspace. In particular, let us note that every ld-map between
definable spaces is a definable map and therefore the category of definable
spaces is a full subcategory of the category of ld-spaces. On the other hand,
given two ld-spaces M and N , the graph of an ld-map f : M → N is
an admissible subspace of M × N . However, not every continuous map
f : M → N whose graph is admissible in M ×N is an ld-map.
The notion of connectedness in the locally definable category which we
now introduce is a subtle issue. It extends the natural concept of “definably
connected” for definable spaces. In Section 4 below we will analyze this
concept and we will compare it with other definitions introduced by different
authors in the study of
∨
-definable groups.
Definition 2.5. Let M be an ld-space and X an admissible subspace of M .
We say that X is connected if there is no admissible subspace U of M such
that X ∩ U is a nonempty proper clopen subset of X.
In Section 4 we also deal with path-connectedness as well as with connected
and path connected components.
We now introduce ld-spaces with some special properties. As we will
see below, in the ld-spaces with these properties there is a good relation
between the topological and the definable settings. Moreover, they form an
adequate framework to develop a homotopy theory.
We say that an ld-space (M,Mi, φi) is regular if every x ∈ M has
a fundamental system of closed (definable) neighbourhoods, i.e., for every
open U of M with x ∈ U there is a closed (definable) subspace C of M
such that C ⊂ U and x ∈ int(C). Equivalently, an ld-space M is regular if
for every closed subset C of M and every point x ∈ M \ C there are open
(admissible) disjoint subsets U1 and U2 with C ⊂ U1 and x ∈ U2.
Remark 2.6. If M is a regular ld-space then every definable subspace of
M can be considered as an affine set, i.e, as a definable set of Rn for some
n ∈ N. For, suppose that X is a definable subspace of M . Then, X inherits
a structure of definable space from M (see Remark 2.3). Since M is reg-
ular then X is also regular. Finally, by the o-minimal version of Robson’s
embedding theorem, X is affine (see [9, Ch.10,Thm. 1.8]).
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Let (M,Mi, φi)i∈I be an ld-space. A family {Xj}j∈J of admissible sub-
spaces of M is an admissible covering of X :=
⋃
j∈J Xj if for all i ∈ I,
Mi∩X = Mi∩ (Xj1 ∪· · ·∪Xjl) for some j1, . . . , jl ∈ J (note that in particu-
lar X is an admissible subspace). A family {Yj}j∈J of admissible subspaces
of M is locally finite if for all i ∈ I we have that Mi ∩ Yj 6= ∅ for only a
finite number of j ∈ J (note that in particular it is an admissible covering
of their union). In general, not every admissible covering is locally finite
(see Example 3.2). We say that an ld-space M is paracompact if there
exists a locally finite covering of M by open definable subspaces. Note that
this notion is “weaker” than the classical one. It is easy to prove that if
M is paracompact then every admissible covering of M has a locally finite
refinement (see [8, Prop. I.4.5]). We say that an ld-space M is Lindelo¨f if
there exist an admissible covering of M by countably many open definable
subspaces.
Paracompactness provides us with a good relation between the topolog-
ical and definable setting.
Fact 2.7. Let M be an ld-space.
(1) [8, Prop. I.4.6] If M is paracompact then for every definable subspace
X, the closure X is also a definable subspace of M .
(2) [8, Thm. I.4.17] If M is connected and paracompact then M is Lindelo¨f.
(3) [8, Prop. I.4.18] If M is Lindelo¨f and for every definable subspace X its
closure X is also a definable subspace, then M is paracompact.
(4) [8, Prop. I.4.7] If M is paracompact and every open definable subspace
of M is regular then M is regular.
Let us study the behavior of ld-spaces with respect to model theoretic
operators. Firstly, let us show that given an elementary extension R1 of
an o-minimal structure R and given an ld-space M in R, there is a natural
realization M(R1) of M over R1 as an ld-space. For, denote by {φi :
Mi → Zi}i∈I the atlas of M and consider the set Z =
⋃
i∈I Zi/ ∼, where
x ∼ y for x ∈ Zi and y ∈ Zj if and only if φij(x) = y. Note that we can
define an ld-space structure on Z in a natural way and that Z with this
ld-space structure is isomorphic to M (see Definition 2.4). Now, we define
the realization Z(R1) as the ld-space whose underlying set is
⋃
i∈I Zi(R1)
modulo the relation ∼R1 , where x ∼R1 y for x ∈ Zi(R1) and y ∈ Zj(R1) if
and only if φij(R1)(x) = y, and with the obvious atlas. If X is a (admissible)
definable subspace of M then X(R1) is clearly a (resp. admissible) definable
subspace of M in R1. The following result concerning the behaviour of
several properties under elementary extensions is an adaptation of those
from [8].
Fact 2.8. Let R1 be an elementary extension of R and let M be an ld-space
in R. Then,
(i) M is connected if and only if M(R1) is connected,
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(ii) M is Lindelo¨f if and only if M(R1) is Lindelo¨f,
(iii) M is paracompact if and only if M(R1) is paracompact,
(iv) M is regular and paracompact if and only if M(R1) is regular and
paracompact.
Proof. Let (Mi, φi)i∈I be an atlas of M . (i) For the nontrivial part, note
that the connected components (see section 4) of the ld-space M(R1) are
actually defined over R. (ii) It is enough to note that a Lindelo¨f ld-space is
covered by a countable subcovering of its atlas. (iii) For the nontrivial part,
by (i), (ii) and Fact 2.7, it suffices to prove that for all definable subspace X
of M the closure X is also a definable subspace of M , i.e., X is contained in
a finite union of Mi’s. Indeed, given a definable subspace X of M , the latter
follows from the fact that X(R1) = X(R1) is contained in a finite union of
Mi(R1)’s by Fact 2.7.(1). (iv) By (iii) and Fact 2.7.(4), this follows from
the fact that every finite union of Mi’s is regular if and only if every finite
union of Mi(R1)’s is regular.
On the other hand, note that given an o-minimal expansion R′ of R and
an ld-space M in R, we can consider M as an ld-space in R′. Clearly, if X is
a (admissible) definable subspace of M in R then X is a (resp. admissible)
definable subspace of M in R′.
Proposition 2.9. Let R′ be an o-minimal expansion of R and let M be an
ld-space in R. Then,
(i) M is regular in R if and only if it is regular in R′,
(ii) M is connected in R if and only if it is connected in R′,
(iii) M is Lindelo¨f in R if and only if it is Lindelo¨f in R′,
(iv) M is paracompact in R if and only if it is paracompact in R′.
Proof. (i) This follows from the fact that an ld-space is regular if and only
if each point has a fundamental system of closed neighbourhoods.
(ii) If M is connected in R′ then it is clearly connected in R. On the other
hand, if M is connected in R then by Fact 4.2 any two points are connected
by an ld-path definable in R. In particular, any two points are connected
by an ld-path definable in R′ and hence, again by Fact 4.2, M is connected
in R′.
(iii) Let us show that if M is Lindelo¨f in R′ then M is Lindelo¨f in R (the
converse is trivial). Indeed, let (Mi, φi)i∈I be an atlas of M in R and let
{Un : n ∈ N} be a countable admissible covering of M by open definable
subspaces in R′ of M . Since each Un is a definable subspace, it is contained
in a finite union of chartsMi. Therefore, there exists a countable subcovering
of {Mi : i ∈ I} which already covers M and hence M is Lindelo¨f in R.
(iv) Let us show that if M is paracompact in R′ then M is paracompact in
R (the converse is trivial). Without loss of generality we can assume that
M is connected. Therefore, by the above equivalences and Fact 2.7.(2), M
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is Lindelo¨f in R. Then, by Fact 2.7.(3), it suffices to prove that for every
definable subspace X of M in R, its closure X is also a definable subspace
of M in R. Since M is paracompact in R′, the latter is clear by Fact
2.7.(1).
The fact that definable subspaces are affine together with paracompact-
ness permits to establish a Triangulation Theorem for regular and paracom-
pact ld-spaces (which will be essential for the proof of the Hurewicz and
Whitehead theorems below). Fix a cardinal κ. We denote by Rκ the R-
vector space generated by a fixed basis of cardinality κ. A generalized
simplicial complex K in Rκ is a usual simplicial complex except that we
may have infinitely many (open) simplices (see [8, Def.I.3]). The locally
finite generalized simplicial complexes are those ones for which the star
of each simplex is a finite subcomplex. On the latter we can define in an
obvious way an ld-space structure. Indeed, given a locally finite generalized
simplicial complex K, for each σ ∈ K we have that StK (σ) is a finite sub-
complex and therefore StK (σ) ⊂ Rnσ ⊂ Rκ for some nσ ∈ N. Now, giving
each StK (σ) the topology it inherits from R
nσ , it suffices to consider the
atlas {(StK (σ), id|StK (σ)}σ∈K . With this ld-space structure, a locally finite
generalized simplicial complex is regular and paracompact (see Fact 2.7.(4)).
Henceforth, all the locally definable concepts about locally finite generalized
simplicial complexes refer to the aforementioned regular and paracompact ld-
space structure. As in the definable setting, it is easy to prove that a locally
finite generalized simplicial complex K is connected if and only if there is
no proper nonempty subcomplex L of K such that |L| (which is clearly an
admissible subspace) is both open and closed in |K|.
The next result is a sort of converse of the fact that locally finite gener-
alized simplicial complexes are regular and paracompact ld-spaces.
Fact 2.10 (Triangulation Theorem). [8, Thm. II.4.4] Let M be a regu-
lar and paracompact ld-space and let {Aj : j ∈ J} be a locally finite family
of admissible subspaces of M . Then, there exists an ld-triangulation of M
partitioning {Aj : j ∈ J}, i.e., there is a locally finite generalized simplicial
complex K and an ld-homeomorphism ψ : |K| → M , where |K| is the real-
ization of K, such that ψ−1(Aj) is the realization of a subcomplex of K for
every j ∈ J .
Remark 2.11. As in the definable case, we can always suppose in the Tri-
angulation theorem that the vertices of the generalized simplicial complex
K are tuples of real algebraic numbers. Indeed, if we consider a generalized
simplicial complex K, seen as an abstract one, with set of vertices of car-
dinality κ, there is a “canonical realization” of K in Rκ whose vertices are
the standard basis of Rκ. Moreover, if the ld-space M is defined over some
subset A of R, then the locally definable homeomorphism ψ may be defined
over A.
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A key step in the proof of the aforementioned fact consists in embedding
the given regular and paracompact ld-space in another one with the following
good property. We say that an ld-space M is partially complete if every
closed definable subspace X of M is definably compact, i.e., every definable
curve in X is completable in X.
Fact 2.12. [8, Thm. II.2.1] Let M be a regular and paracompact ld-space.
Then, there exist an embedding of M into a partially complete regular and
paracompact ld-space, i.e, there is partially complete regular and paracompact
ld-space N and an ld-map i : M → N such that i(M) is an admissible
subspace of N and i : M → i(M) is an ld-homeomorphism (where i(M) has
the structure of regular and paracompact ld-space inherited from M).
Henceforth, we denote a regular and paracompact ld-space by LD-space.
Note that by Fact 2.7.(2) a connected LD-space is Lindelo¨f.
3 Examples of locally definable spaces
We begin this section discussing some natural examples of subsets of Rn
carrying a special ld-space structure. In the second subsection we will con-
sider
∨
-definable groups as ld-spaces. Another important class of examples
will be shown in Section 6.2, where we prove the existence of covering maps
for LD-spaces.
3.1 Subsets of Rn as ld-spaces
Example 3.1. Fix an n ∈ N and a collection {Mi}i∈I of definable subsets
of Rn such that Mi ∩Mj is open in both Mi and Mj (with the topology they
inherit from Rn) for all i, j ∈ I. Then, clearly (Mi, id|Mi)i∈I is an atlas for
M :=
⋃
i∈IMi and hence M is an ld-space.
Let M ⊂ Rn be an ld-space as in Example 3.1. Then it is easy to
prove that a definable subspace of M is a definable subset of Rn. However,
consider the particular example where Mi := (−i, i) ⊂ R for i ∈ N, so that
M =
⋃
i∈NMi = Fin(R). Note that if R = R then R is not a definable
subspace of Fin(R) (= R). This also shows that the structures of R as
ld-space and definable set are different. The latter example can be used
also to show that the image of an admissible subspace of an ld-space by an
ld-map might not be admissible. For, take R a non-archimedean real closed
field and the ld-map id : Fin(R) → R : x 7→ x. Clearly, Fin(R) is not an
admissible subspace of R since the admissible subspaces of R are exactly the
definable ones.
Nevertheless, we point out that if M ⊂ Rn is as in Example 3.1 with
each Mi defined over A, A ⊂ R, |A| < κ, and R is κ-saturated, then a
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definable subset of Rn contained in M is a definable subspace of M . For,
if X ⊂ M is a definable subset, to prove that it is a definable subspace it
suffices to show that it is contained in a finite union of charts Mi, which is
clear by saturation.
In general, the topology of an ld-space M ⊂ Rn as in Example 3.1 does
not coincide with the topology it inherits from Rn. Consider the following
example in R. Take M0 := {0} and Mi := {1i } for i ∈ N\{0}. M0 is open in
the topology of M as ld-space but it is non-open with the topology that M
inherits from R. It is well known that this also happen at the definable space
level (see Robson’s example of a non-regular semialgebraic space –Chapter
10 in [9]–). Moreover, Robson’s example shows that even in the presence of
saturation the topologies might not coincide.
Finally, assume that R is κ-saturated and let M ⊂ Rn is as in Example
3.1 with each Mi defined over A, A ⊂ R, |A| < κ. As we have seen above,
in this case a subset X of M is a definable subspace of M if and only if X
is a definable subset of Rn. Furthermore, assume that the topology of M
as ld-space coincides with the topology it inherits from Rn. Then clearly a
definable subset X ⊂ Rn with X ⊂ M is definably connected if and only if
it is connected. Indeed, a set U ⊂ Rn is a proper clopen definable subset of
X if and only if is a proper clopen definable subspace of X.
Next, we show that an ld-space M as in Example 3.1 might not be
paracompact.
Example 3.2. Let M be as in Example 3.1 with Mi = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : y <
0} ∪ {(x, y) ∈ R2 : x = i} for each i ∈ N. The set X = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : y < 0}
is a definable subspace of M =
⋃
i∈NMi ⊂ R2. However, X = X ∪ {(i, 0) ∈
R2 : i ∈ N} is not a definable subspace of M . In particular, M is not
paracompact (see Fact 2.7.(1)).
We finish by showing that another class of subsets that classically has
been considered as “locally semialgebraic subsets” (for example, by S. Lo-
jasiewicz) can be treated inside the theory of ld-spaces.
Example 3.3. Let M be a subset of Rn such that for every x ∈M there is
an open definable neighbourhood Ux of x in Rn with Ux∩M definable subset.
Let Mx := Ux ∩M for each x ∈ M . Then M is an ld-space with the atlas
(Mx, id|Mx)x∈M .
Using the notation of Example 3.3, it is clear that Mx ∩My is definable
and open in both Mx and My for all x, y ∈M and therefore M is an ld-space
as in Example 3.1. Moreover, the topology of M as ld-space equals the one
it inherits from Rn.
3.2
∨
-definable groups
Throughout this section we will assume R is ℵ1-saturated. The
∨
-definable
groups have been considered by several authors as a tool for the study of
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definable groups in o-minimal structures. Y. Peterzil and S. Starchenko
give the following definition in [17]. A group (G, ·) is a ∨-definable group
over a subset A of R, if |A| < ℵ1 and there is a collection {Xi : i ∈ I} of
definable subsets of Rn over A such that G =
⋃
i∈I Xi and for every i, j ∈ I
there is k ∈ I such that Xi ∪ Xj ⊂ Xk and the restriction of the group
multiplication to Xi × Xj is a (not necessarily continuous) definable map
into Rn. M. Edmundo introduces in [10] a notion of restricted
∨
-definable
group which he calls “locally definable” group. Our purpose in this section
is to include both notions within the theory of ld-spaces.
In [17], some (topological) topics of
∨
-definable groups are discussed to
study the definable homomorphisms of abelian groups in o-minimal struc-
tures and, in particular, they prove the following result.
Fact 3.4. [17, Prop. 2.2] Let G ⊂ Rn be a ∨-definable group. Then, there
is a uniformly definable family {Va : a ∈ S} of subsets of G containing the
identity element e and a topology τ on G such that {Va : a ∈ S} is a basis
for the τ -open neighbourhoods of e and G is a topological group. Moreover,
every generic h ∈ G has an open neighbourhood U ⊂ Nn such that U ∩ G
is τ -open and the topology which U ∩ G inherits from τ agrees with the
topology it inherits from R, and the topology τ is the unique one with the
above properties.
Because of the above fact is natural to introduce the following concept.
Definition 3.5. We say that a group (G, ·) is an ld-group if G is an ld-
space and both · : G × G → G and −1 : G → G are ld-maps. If G is
moreover paracompact as ld-space we say that G is an LD-group (note that
since every ld-group is a topological group it is regular).
Remark 3.6. (i) Every ld-group G is regular because it is a topological
group. We recall the standard proof. Let g ∈ G and let U be an open
neighbourhood of g in G. We show that there is an open neighbourhood V
of g such that V ⊂ U . Firstly, since G→ G : x 7→ g−1x is a homeomorphism,
without loss of generality we can assume that g = e, where e is the identity
element of G. Now, since · : G×G→ G is continuous and ee−1 = e, there is
an open neighbourhood V of e such that V V −1 ⊂ U . We prove that V ⊂ U .
Let y ∈ Y . Since yV is an open neighbourhood of y in G, we have that
yV ∩ V 6= ∅. Therefore, y ∈ V V −1 ⊂ U , as required.
(ii) We show that the dimension of an ld-group G is finite. Given g ∈ G, we
define dimG(g) as the least integer n such that there is an open definable
subspace U of G of dimension n with g ∈ U . Clearly, dimG(g) ≤ dim(G)
for every g ∈ G and dim(G) = sup{dimG(g) : g ∈ G}. We show that
dimG(g) = dimG(h) for all g, h ∈ G. Fix g, h ∈ G. By symmetry, it
suffices to show that dimG(g) ≤ dimG(h). Let U be an open definable
subspace of G such that h ∈ U and dim(U) = dimG(h). Since the map
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G → G : x 7→ gh−1x is an ld-isomorphism, we have that gh−1U is an open
definable subspace of G with g ∈ gh−1U and dim(gh−1U) = dim(U). We
deduce that dimG(g) ≤ dim(gh−1U) = dim(U) = dimG(h), as required.
Finally, we have that dim(G) = sup{dimG(g) : g ∈ G} = dimG(h) for some
(any) h ∈ G, so that dim(G) is finite.
We will see that every
∨
-definable group (with its group topology) is an
ld-group. We begin with the following result.
Lemma 3.7. Let G ⊂ Rn be a ∨-definable group over A and let τ be the
topology of Fact 3.4. Then, for every generic g ∈ G there is a definable
OVER A subset Ug ⊂ G which is τ -open and such that the topology which Ug
inherits from τ agrees with the topology it inherits from Rn.
Proof. By Fact 3.4 it suffices to prove that the parameter set A is preserved.
Write G =
⋃
i∈I Xi. The dimension of G is defined as max{dim(Xi) : i ∈ I}.
Fix an Xi of maximal dimension and a generic g ∈ Xi. We can assume that
X−1i = Xi. Let Xj be such that XiXiXi ⊂ Xj . All the definable sets we
shall consider in the proof are definable subsets of Xj . For each a ∈ Xi we
consider the definable set
Wa = {x ∈ Xi : ∀δ > 0∃ > 0 B(x, ) ⊂ xa−1B(a, δ)∧
∀ > 0∃δ > 0 xa−1B(a, δ) ⊂ B(x, )},
where B(x, ) = {y ∈ Xi : |y − x| < }. We also consider the definable set
V = {y ∈ Xi : Wy is large in Xi}.
By Claim 2.3 of [17, Prop. 2.2], for every h ∈ Xi generic over A, g we have
that h ∈Wg and therefore g ∈ V . Moreover, since g is generic, we have that
g ∈ U := intXi (V ) (the interior with respect to the topology of the ambient
space Rn), which is a definable over A subset of Xi. Fix a ∈ U . We shall
prove that
(i) for every  > 0 there is δ > 0 such that ag−1B(g, δ) ⊂ B(a, ), and
(ii) for every  > 0 there is δ > 0 such that ga−1B(a, δ) ⊂ B(g, ).
Granted (i) and (ii), note that Ug := U is the desired neighbourhood of g.
Let us show (i). Consider a generic h ∈ Xi over A, a. Since h ∈ Wa, there
is δ˜ > 0 such that ah−1B(h, δ˜) ⊂ B(a, ). By Claim 2.3 of [17, Prop. 2.2],
there is δ > 0 such that g−1B(g, δ) ⊂ h−1B(h, δ˜). Hence ag−1B(g, δ) ⊂
ah−1B(h, δ˜) ⊂ B(a, ). The proof of (ii) is similar.
The following technical fact can be easily deduced from the proof of [10,
Prop 2.11].
Fact 3.8. Let G =
⋃
i∈I Xi be an
∨
-definable group over A. Let V =⋃
k∈Λ Vk (directed union) be a subset of G such that each Vk is definable
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over A and V is large in G, i.e, every generic point of G is contained in
V . Then there is a collection of elements {bj ∈ G : j ∈ J} with each bj
definable over A, such that each Xi is contained in a finite union of subsets
of the form bjVk. In particular, G =
⋃
j∈J bjV .
As it was pointed out by Y. Peterzil to us, a stronger version of the above
fact can be proved. In particular, and using the notation of Fact 3.8, there
exist b0, . . . , bn ∈ G, n = dim(G), such that G =
⋃n
i=0 bnV (it is enough to
adapt the proof of [16, Fact. 4.2]). However, in this case we do not know
if b0, . . . , bn are definable over A. Since we are interested in preserving the
parameter set we will use the above Fact 3.8.
Theorem 3.9. Let G ⊂ Rn be a ∨-definable group over A. Let A ⊂ C ⊂ R.
Then
(i) G with its group topology (from Fact 3.4) is an ld-group over A,
(ii) a subset X of G is a definable subset of Rn over C if and only if it is a
definable subspace of G over C, and
(iii) given a definable subspace X of G over C , its closure X (with respect
to the group topology) is a definable subspace of G over C.
Proof. (i) Let G be the collection of all generics points of G. For each g ∈ G,
let Ug be the definable over A subset of G of Lemma 3.7. Consider the subset
V =
⋃
g∈G Ug of G, which is large in G. By Fact 3.8, there is a collection
{bj ∈ G : j ∈ J}, with each bj definable over A, such that G =
⋃
j∈J bjV .
For each j ∈ J and g ∈ G, consider the definable set Vj,g := bjUg and the
bijection ψj,g : Vj,g → Ug : y 7→ b−1j y. Finally, it is easy to check that
{(Vj,g, ψj,g)}j∈J,g∈G is an atlas of G and therefore G is an ld-group over A.
(ii) It is clear that if X ⊂ G is a definable subspace over C then it is a
definable subset of Rn over C. So, let X be a definable subset of Rn over C
and consider the atlas {(Vj,g, ψj,g)}j∈J,g∈G of G constructed in the proof of
(i). Since X is definable over C we have that ψj,g(X ∩ Vj,g) = b−1j X ∩ Ug is
also definable over C for every j ∈ J and g ∈ G. Hence, it is enough to show
that X is contained in a finite union of the sets Vj,g (which are defined over
A) and this is clear by saturation since they cover G.
(iii) Let X be a definable subspace of G over C and write G =
⋃
i∈I Xi. By
(ii) X is a definable subset of Rn over C. We will show that X is a definable
subset of Rn over C (this is enough also by (ii)). Fix a generic point g of
G and let Ug as in Lemma 3.7. Firstly, let us show that X ⊂ Xj for some
j ∈ I. Since {Xi}i∈I is a directed family and X and Ug are definable, there
is j ∈ I such that XU−1g g ⊂ Xj . Now, if y ∈ X then yg−1Ug ∩X 6= ∅ and
hence y ∈ XU−1g g ⊂ Xj . Finally, X = {y ∈ Xj : g ∈ clUg (gy−1X ∩ Ug)} is
clearly a definable subset of Rn over C, where clUg (−) denotes the closure in
Ug with respect to the inherited topology from the ambient space Rn.
Theorem 3.9.(iii) states that in a
∨
-definable group we have a good rela-
tion between the topological and the definable setting as it happens with LD-
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spaces (see Fact 2.7.(1)). However, as we will see not every
∨
-definable group
is paracompact or Lindelo¨f as ld-group. Firstly, letR be an ℵ1-saturated ele-
mentary extension of the o-minimal structure 〈R, <,+,−, ·, r〉r∈R. Consider
the collection F of finite subsets of R. Then (G,+), where G = ⋃F∈F F ⊂ R
and + is the usual addition, is a
∨
-definable group over ∅ which is not Lin-
delo¨f as ld-group. However, G is paracompact (note that the group topology
ofG as
∨
-definable group is the discrete one). Secondly, let S be a real closed
field such that there is no countable subset C ⊂ S+ := {s ∈ S : s > 0} with
S =
⋃
x∈C(−x, x) (e.g. if S is ℵ1-saturated). Let R be an ℵ1-saturated
elementary extension of the o-minimal structure 〈S,<,+,−, ·, s〉s∈S . Con-
sider (G,+), where G =
⋃
s∈S+(−s, s) ⊂ R and + is the usual addition. The
group (G,+) is a
∨
-definable group over ∅ which is not Lindelo¨f as ld-group.
Since it is connected, (G,+) is not paracompact (see Fact 2.7.(2)).
In [10], M. Edmundo considers
∨
-definable groups G =
⋃
i∈I Xi over A
with the restriction |I| < ℵ1 (which already implies the restriction |A| < ℵ1),
he calls them “locally definable” groups. This restriction on the cardinality of
I allows Edmundo to prove results using techniques which are not available
in the general setting of
∨
-definable groups. As he notes the main examples
of
∨
-definable groups are of this form: the subgroup of a definable group
generated by a definable subset and the coverings of definable groups. The
restriction on the cardinality of |I| of the “locally definable” groups has also
the following consequences on them as ld-spaces.
Theorem 3.10. (i) Every “locally definable” group over A with its group
topology is a Lindelo¨f LD-group over A.
(ii) Moreover, every Lindelo¨f LD-group over A is ld-isomorphic to a “locally
definable” group over A (considered as an LD-group by (i)).
Proof. (i) Let G be a “locally definable” group over A. By Theorem 3.9.(i),
G is an ld-group over A. We first show thatG is Lindelo¨f. Recall the notation
of Theorem 3.9.(i). Write G =
⋃
i∈I Xi, with |I| < ℵ1. Since I is countable,
to prove that G is Lindelo¨f we can assume that the language is countable
(recall that Lindelo¨f property is invariant under o-minimal expansions by
Proposition 2.9). Now, since for each generic g ∈ G the definable subset
Ug of Lemma 3.7 is definable over A, the collection {Ug : g ∈ G generic}
is countable. Hence, the atlas {(Vj,g, ψj,g)}j∈J,g∈G of the proof of Theorem
3.9.(i) is also countable and so G is Lindelo¨f. Having proved the latter, the
paracompacity follows from Theorem 3.9.(iii) and Fact 2.7.
(ii) Let G be a Lindelo¨f LD-group over A. Since G is regular and paracom-
pact, by Fact 2.10 and Remark 2.11 there is an ld-triangulation f : |K| → G
over A. Moreover, we can assume that K is also a locally finite generalized
simplicial complex (in this case we say that K is a strictly locally finite
generalized simplicial complex as in [8, Def. I.4]). Indeed, the semialgebraic
Triangulation theorem [8, Thm. II.4.4] is stronger than the locally definable
version we have proved here: it states that given a regular and paracompact
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locally semialgebraic space M there is a locally semialgebraic triangulation
f : |K| →M with K a strictly locally finite generalized simplicial complex.
However, note that we can deduce this stronger version in the locally defin-
able setting from the semialgebraic one. For, given an LD-space M , by (the
weaker) locally definable version of the Triangulation theorem (Fact 2.10),
there is an ld-triangulation f : |K| →M with K a locally finite generalized
simplicial complex. Now, since |K| is a regular and paracompact locally
semialgebraic space, by [8, Thm. II.4.4] there is a locally semialgebraic tri-
angulation g : |L| → |K| partitioning all the simplices of K and with L a
strictly locally finite generalized simplicial complex L. Therefore, it suffices
to take the ld-triangulation f ◦ g : |L| →M .
Now, since G is an LD-group, the dimension of K is finite (see Remark
3.6). Furthermore, since G is Lindelo¨f, the admissible covering {St|K|(σ) :
σ ∈ K} of |K| has a countable subcovering of |K|. From this fact we
deduce that K is countable. Then, since K is countable, has finite dimension
and is strictly locally finite, by [8, Prop.II.3.3] we can assume that the
realization |K| lie in R2n+1, n = dim(K), and that the topology it inherits
from R2n+1 coincides with its topology as LD-space. Now, define in |K|
a group operation via the ld-isomorphism ψ and the group operation of
G. With this group operation, |K| is an LD-group which we will denote
by H. Of course, G is ld-isomorphic to H via ψ. On the other hand, we
can consider |K| as a “locally definable” group. For, let F the collection
of all finite simplicial subcomplexes of K. Clearly, |K| = ⋃L∈F |L| with
the group operation obtained via ψ is a “locally definable” group over A.
Indeed, since the group operation is an ld-map, its restriction to |L1| × |L2|
is a definable map into R2n+1 for all L1, L2 ∈ F . Finally, since the group
operation is already continuous and the topology of |K| as ld-space coincides
with the one inherited form R2n+1, the “locally definable” group |K| with
the ld-group structure obtained in part (i) is exactly H.
Corollary 3.11. Let G be a “locally definable” group over A. Then, there
is an ld-triangulation ψ : |K| → G of G over A with |K| ⊂ R2n+1, n =
dim(G), and such that the topology of |K| as LD-space coincides with the
one inherited from R2n+1. Moreover, |K| with the group operation inherited
from G via ψ is also a “locally definable” group over A whose group topology
equals the one inherited from R2n+1.
Let us point out that there are important examples of
∨
-definable groups
which are not Lindelo¨f LD-spaces (and hence not “locally definable” groups).
The group of definable homomorphisms between abelian groups were used
in [17] as a tool to study interpretability problems. In particular, given to
abelian definable groups A and B over C, C ⊂ R, it is proved there that the
group of definable homomorphisms H(A,B) from A to B is a ∨-definable
group over C (see [17, Prop. 2.20]). Note that H(A,B) might not be a
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“locally definable” group (see the Examples at the end of Section 3 in [17]).
Nevertheless, we have the following corollary to Theorem 3.9.
Corollary 3.12. H(A,B) is an LD-group.
Proof. We have already seen in Theorem 3.9.(i) that H(A,B) is an ld-group
(and hence regular). To prove paracompactness, consider its connected com-
ponent H(A,B)0, which is a definable group by [17, Thm. 3.6]. Then,
by Theorem 3.9.(ii), H(A,B)0 is a definable subspace of H(A,B). Hence,
{gH(A,B)0 : g ∈ H(A,B)} is a locally finite covering of H(A,B) by open
definable subspaces and therefore H(A,B) is paracompact (see the remarks
after Fact 4.2). As we will see in the next section, the notion of connect-
edness used in [17] for
∨
-definable groups differs from the one used here.
However, in this particular case, since H(A,B)0 is definable, both notions
coincide.
Let us say some words concerning the Ind-definable groups introduced in
[14]. An Ind-definable group is defined there (roughly) as a group which is an
inductive limit of definable sets with the restriction of the group operation
to the relevant sets definable (see [14, Def.7.1]). The dimension of the sets
involved might not be bounded and hence Ind-definable groups are not in
general ld-groups (see Remark 3.6). If we restrict the attention to those of
bounded dimension then, it seems easy to adapt both the arguments in [17]
and those of this section to Ind-definable groups.
There are pathological examples of ld-groups which are not
∨
-definable
groups because we do not have a restriction on the size of the parameter set.
However, our aim in this section is not to get a wider class of groups to that
one of
∨
-definable groups, but to put the latter in its natural topological
context.
4 Connectedness
Recall that an ld-space M is connected if there is no admissible nonempty
proper clopen subspace U of M (see Definition 2.5).
Remark 4.1. Let M be an ld-space. Then M is connected if and only if
every ld-map from M to a discrete ld-space is constant.
Proof. Suppose M is connected and let f : M → N be an ld-map, where N
is a discrete ld-space. Since N is discrete, {y} is a clopen definable subspace
of N for all y ∈ N . Therefore the admissible subspace f−1(y) of M is clopen
for all y ∈ N . Hence, since M is connected, M = f−1(y0) for some y0 ∈ N .
To prove the right-to-left implication, suppose that M is not connected.
Then there are two proper clopen admissible subspaces U0 and U1 of M
such that U0 ∩ U1 = ∅ and U0 ∪ U1 = M . Finally, it suffices to consider the
ld-map f : M → {0, 1} such that f(x) = i for all x ∈ Ui.
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We can extend the natural concept of “path connected” for definable
spaces to the locally definable ones. Specifically, we say that an admissible
subspace X of an ld-space M is path connected if for every x0, x1 ∈ X
there is an ld-path α : [0, 1]→ X such that α(0) = x0 and α(1) = x1. Given
an ld-space M , the path component of a point x ∈ M is the set of all
y ∈M such that there is an ld-path from x to y.
Fact 4.2. [8, Prop. I.3.18] Every path connected component of an ld-space
is a clopen admissible subspace.
From the above fact we deduce that a path connected component of an
ld-space is a maximal connected admissible subspace, i.e, is a connected
component. Note that the family of (path) connected components is lo-
cally finite (and so is an admissible covering). Hence, if the (path) connected
components of an ld-space M are definable subspaces then M is paracom-
pact. The following remark is also an immediate consequence of Fact 4.2.
Remark 4.3. Let M be an ld-space. Then M is connected if and only if
M is path connected.
Keeping in mind both the topological and definability aspects of an ld-
space, a natural notion of connectedness should satisfy the conditions estab-
lished in Remarks 4.1 and 4.3 above. On the other hand, different notions
of connectedness have been used for
∨
-definable groups by several authors.
However, as we will see, neither of the two conditions above is satisfied by
some of them. Assume that R is ℵ1-saturated and fix a
∨
-definable group
G =
⋃
i∈I Xi ⊂ Rn over a subset A of R (recall the definition of
∨
-definable
group in Subsection 3.2). Here, we say that G is connected if it is so as
ld-group (see Theorem 3.9). In [17], G is said to be M-connected (PS-
connected, for us) if there is no definable set U in Rn such that U ∩ G is a
nonempty proper clopen subset with the group topology of G. In [10], G is
said to be connected (E-connected, for us) if there is no definable set U ⊂ G
such that U is a nonempty proper clopen subset with the group topology of
G. Finally, in [15], G is said to be connected (OP-connected, for us) if all
the Xi can be chosen to be definably connected with respect to the definable
subspace structure it inherits from G as ld-group. Notice that in [15] the
situation is simpler because G is a subgroup of a definable group and hence
embedded in some Rn, so each Xi is connected with respect to the ambient
Rn (see Section 3.1).
For
∨
-definable groups the relation of the above notions is as follows:
OP-connected ⇔ Connected ⇒ PS-connected ⇒ E-connected.
The second and third implications are clear by definition. Furthermore, the
following examples show that these implications are strict.
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Example 4.4. Let R be a non archimedean real closed field. Consider the
definable set B = {(t,−t) ∈ R2 : t ∈ [0, 1]} ∪ {(t, t − 2) ∈ R2 : t ∈ [1, 2]}.
For each n ∈ N, consider the definable set Xn = (
⋃n
i=−n(2i, 0) + B) ∪
(
⋃n
i=−n(2i,−12) + B) ⊂ R2. Define a group operation on G =
⋃
n∈NXn
via the natural bijection of G with Fin(R)×Z/2Z, where Fin(R)= {x ∈ R :
|x| < n for some n ∈ N}. Then, G with this group operation is a ∨-definable
group.
Note that the topology of G inherited from R2 coincides with its group
topology. G is not connected as an ld-space because it has two connected
components. However, G is PS-connected because any definable subset of R2
which contains one of these connected components must have a nonempty
intersection with the other component.
Example 4.5. [4] Let R be a non archimedean real closed field and consider
the definable sets Xn = (−n,− 1n) ∪ ( 1n , n) for n ∈ N, n > 1. Then, G =⋃
n>1Xn is a
∨
-definable group with the multiplicative operation of R.
Here, again, the topology G inherits from R2 coincides with its group
topology. The
∨
-definable group G is not PS-connected since it is the dis-
joint union of the clopen subsets {x ∈ R : x > 0}∩G and {x ∈ R : x < 0}∩G.
But neither of these subsets is definable and therefore G is E-connected.
In particular, since both PS-connectedness and E-connectedness are not
equivalent to connectedness, the remarks (A) and (B) above are not true for
them. We point out that even though there are pathological examples, the
results in [17] are correct for PS-connectedness. For the results in [10], one
should substitute E-connectedness by connectedness (see [4]).
We now prove the equivalence between OP-connectedness and connect-
edness.
Proposition 4.6. Let G be a
∨
-definable group over A. Then, G is OP-
connected if and only if G is connected.
Proof. Firstly, recall that by Theorem 3.9 a subset of G is a definable sub-
space if and only if it is a definable subset of Rn. Let G be an OP-connected∨
-definable group, i.e, such that G =
⋃
i∈I Xi with Xi definably connected
for all i ∈ I. Consider a nonempty admissible clopen subspace U of G. Since
U is not empty and each Xi is definably connected, there is i0 ∈ I such that
Xi0 ⊂ U . Now, for every i ∈ I there is j ∈ I with Xi0 ∪Xi ⊂ Xj . Since Xj
is definably connected and ∅ 6= Xi0 ⊂ Xj ∩ U we have that Xj ⊂ U and, in
particular, Xi ⊂ U . So we have proved that for every i ∈ I, Xi ⊂ U . Hence
U = G, as required.
Now, let G be a connected
∨
-definable group over A. Let C be the col-
lection of all connected definable subspaces over A of G which are connected
and contain the unit element of G. It is enough to show that G =
⋃
X∈C X.
Note that we just consider the connected definable subspaces of G which
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are definable over A because we need to preserve the parameter set. So let
x ∈ G. By Fact 4.2, G is also path connected and hence there is an ld-curve
α : I → G such that α(0) = x and α(1) = e. Since α(I) is definable and
G is an ld-group over A, a finite union of charts (which are definable over
A) contains α(I). Hence α(I) is contained in a definable over A subset X
of G. Taking the adequate connected component, we can assume that X is
connected. Hence x ∈ X ∈ C.
Corollary 4.7. A
∨
-definable group is OP-connected if and only if is path-
connected.
Proof. By Fact 4.2 and Proposition 4.6.
Omitting the r.c.f. assumption 4.8. We discuss whether or not the real
closed field assumption can be weakened in the previous sections.
Section 2: All the definitions and the results up to Proposition 2.9 included
apply (with the same proofs) to any o-minimal expansion of a group, ex-
cept Remark 2.6 because of the lack of Robson’s embedding lemma (see an
example in [13]). Of course, the rest of the section, referring mainly to tri-
angulations, makes nonsense in this general context.
Section 3: As above, every goes through for o-minimal expansions of groups
(with the obvious adaptation in the proof of Lemma 3.7) except when we
work with triangulations, i.e., Theorem 3.10.(i) and Corollary 3.11.
Section 4: All the results apply to any o-minimal expansion of an ordered
group (with the same proofs). Note that in the examples it suffices to con-
sider an adequate reduct.
5 Homology of locally definable spaces
We fix for the rest of this section an LD-space M . We consider the abelian
group Sk(M)R freely generated by the singular locally definable simplices
σ : ∆k → M , where ∆k is the standard k-dimensional simplex in R. Note
that since σ is locally definable and ∆k is definable, the image σ(∆k) is
a definable subspace of M . As we will see, this fact allows us to use the
o-minimal homology developed by A. Woerheide in [19] (see also [1] for an
alternative development of simplicial o-minimal homology). The bound-
ary operator δ : Sk+1(M)R → Sk(M)R is defined as in the classical case,
making S∗(M)R =
⊕
k Sk(M)
R into a chain complex. We similarly define
the chain complex of a pair of locally definable spaces. The graded group
H∗(M)R =
⊕
kHk(M)
R is defined as the homology of the complex S∗(M)R.
Locally definable maps induce in a natural way homomorphisms in homol-
ogy. Similarly for relative homology. Note that if M is just a definable set
then we obtain the usual o-minimal homology groups (see e.g. [12]).
It remains to check that the functor we have just defined satisfies the
locally definable version of the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms. We shall check
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them making use of the corresponding axioms for definable sets through an
adaptation of a classical result in homology that (roughly) states that the
homology commutes with direct limits. Note that each definable subspace
Y ⊂ M is a definable regular space and hence affine (see Remark 2.6).
Therefore, the o-minimal homology groups of Y as definable set are the
ones we have just defined as (locally) definable space. Denote by DM the
set
{Y ⊂M : Y definable subspace}.
Note that M can be written as the directed union M =
⋃
Y ∈DM Y . Now,
consider the direct limit
lim−→Y ∈DMHn(Y )
R =
⋃
· Y ∈DMHn(Y )
R/ ∼,
where c1 ∼ c2 for c1 ∈ Hn(Y1)R and c2 ∈ Hn(Y2)R, Y1, Y2 ∈ DM , if and
only if there is Y3 ∈ DM with Y1, Y2 ⊂ Y3 such that (i1)∗(c1) = (i2)∗(c2)
for (i1)∗ : Hn(Y1)R → Hn(Y3)R and (i2)∗ : Hn(Y2)R → Hn(Y3)R are the
homomorphisms in homology induced by the inclusions. On the other hand,
we have a well-defined homomorphism (iY )∗ : Hn(Y )
R → Hn(M)R for each
Y ∈ DM , where iY : Y → M is the inclusion. Hence, there exists a well-
defined homomorphism
ψ : lim−→Y ∈DMHn(Y )
R → Hn(M)R,
where ψ(c) = (iY )∗(c) for c ∈ Hn(Y )R. In a similar way, given an admissible
subspace A of M , we have a well-defined homomorphism
ψ˜ : lim−→Y ∈DMHn(Y,A ∩ Y )
R → Hn(M,A)R,
where ψ˜(c) = i∗(c) for c ∈ Hn(Y,A ∩ Y )R and i : (Y, Y ∩ A) → (M,A) the
inclusion map.
Theorem 5.1. (i) ψ : lim−→Y ∈DMHn(Y )R → Hn(M)R is an isomorphism.
(ii) Let A be an admissible subspace of M . Then ψ˜ : lim−→Y ∈DMHn(Y,A ∩
Y )R → Hn(M,A)R is an isomorphism.
Proof. (i) Firstly, we show that ψ is surjective. Let c ∈ Hn(M)R and α
be a finite sum of singular ld-simplices of M which represents c. Consider
the definable subspace X of M which is the union of the images of the
singular ld-simplices in α. Hence [α] ∈ Hn(X)R and therefore it suffices to
consider [α] ∈ lim−→Y ∈DMHn(Y )R. Now, let us show that ψ is injective. Let
c ∈ lim−→Y ∈DMHn(Y )R, c ∈ Hn(X)R, X ∈ DM , such that ψ(c) = 0. Since
ψ(c) = 0, there is a finite sum β of singular ld-simplices of M such that
δβ = α. Consider the definable subspace Z of M which is the union of X
and the images of the singular ld-simplices in β. Then we have that [α] = 0
in Hn(Z)R and therefore c = 0 in lim−→Y ∈DMHn(Y )R. The proof of (ii) is
similar.
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Remark 5.2. Let M be an LD-space and D a collection of definable sub-
spaces of M such that for every Y ∈ DM there is X ∈ D with Y ⊂ X. Then
Theorem 5.1 remains true if we replace DM by D.
Now, with the above result, we verify the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms.
Proposition 5.3 (Homotopy axiom). Let M and N be LD-spaces and let
A and B be admissible subspaces of M and N respectively. If f : (M,A)→
(N,B) and g : (M,A)→ (N,B) are ld-homotopic ld-maps then f∗ = g∗.
Proof. Let [α] ∈ Hn(M,A)R. Consider the definable subspaceX ofM which
is the union of the images of the singular ld-simplices in α. By Theorem 5.1
and the homotopy axiom for definable sets, it is enough to prove that there is
a definable subspace Z ofN such that f(X), g(X) ⊂ Z and that the definable
maps f |X : (X,A∩X)→ (Z,B ∩Z) and g|X : (X,A∩X)→ (Z,B ∩Z) are
definably homotopic. Let F : (M × I, A × I) → (N,B) be a ld-homotopy
from f to g. Then, it suffices to take Z as the definable subspace F (X × I)
of N and the definable homotopy F |X×I : (X × I, A ∩X × I)→ (Z,B ∩Z)
from f |X to g|X .
Proposition 5.4 (Exactness axiom). Let A be an admissible subspace of M
and let i : (A, ∅)→ (M, ∅) and j : (M, ∅)→ (M,A) be the inclusions. Then
the following sequence is exact
· · · → Hn(A)R i∗→ Hn(M)R j∗→ Hn(M,A)R ∂→ Hn−1(A)R → · · · ,
where ∂ : Hn(M,A)R → Hn−1(A)R is the natural boundary map, i.e, ∂[α]
is the class of the cycle ∂α in Hn−1(A)R.
Proof. It is easy to check that for every Y ∈ DM the following diagram
commutes
· · ·Hn(A ∩ Y )
(i
Y
)∗ //

Hn(Y )
(j
Y
)∗//

Hn(Y,A ∩ Y ) ∂ //

Hn−1(A ∩ Y )
(i
Y
)∗ //

Hn−1(Y ) · · ·

· · ·Hn(A)
i∗ // Hn(M)
j∗ // Hn(M,A)
∂ // Hn−1(A)
i∗ // Hn−1(M) · · ·
where iY : (A∩Y, ∅)→ (Y, ∅) and jY : (Y, ∅)→ (Y,A∩Y ) are the inclusions
(and the superscript R has been omitted). By the o-minimal exactness
axiom the first sequence is exact for every Y ∈ DM . Hence, if we take
the direct limit, the sequence remains exact. The result then follows from
Theorem 5.1.
Proposition 5.5 (Excision axiom). Let M be an LD-space and let A be an
admissible subspace of X. Let U be an admissible open subspace of M such
that U ⊂ int(A). Then the inclusion j : (M − U,A− U)→ (M,A) induces
an isomorphism j∗ : Hn(M − U,A− U)R → Hn(M,A)R.
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Proof. By Theorem 5.1.(ii), it is enough to prove that for each definable
subspace Y of M the inclusion jY : (Y − UY , AY − UY ) → (Y,AY ) induces
an isomorphism in homology, where UY = U ∩Y and AY = A∩Y . So let Y
be a definable subspace of M . Since M is regular then we can regard Y as a
definable set. Now, clY (UY ) ⊂ U ∩ Y ∩Y ⊂ U∩Y ⊂ int(A)∩Y ⊂ intY (AY ).
Finally, by the o-minimal excision axiom, jY induces an isomorphism in
homology.
The proof of the dimension axiom is trivial.
Proposition 5.6 (Dimension axiom). If M is a one point set, then
Hn(M)R = 0 for all n > 0.
Once we have a well-defined homology functor in the locally definable
category, we now see that this functor has a good behavior with respect to
model theoretic operators. The following result will be used in Section 6 in
the proof of the Hurewicz theorems for LD-spaces.
Theorem 5.7. The homology groups of LD-spaces are invariant under ele-
mentary extension and o-minimal expansions.
Proof. We prove the invariance by o-minimal expansions. So let R′ be an
o-minimal expansion of R and let M be an LD-space in R. Denote by DM
the collection of all definable subspaces of M . Recall that since M is regular
each Y ∈ DM can be regarded as an affine definable space (see Remark 2.6).
Now, since the o-minimal homology groups are invariant under o-minimal
expansions (see [6, Prop.3.2]), for each Y ∈ DM there is a natural isomor-
phism FY : Hn(Y )
R → Hn(Y )R′ . Hence, there exist a natural isomorphism
F : lim−→Y ∈DMHn(Y )R → lim−→Y ∈DMHn(Y )R
′
. On the other hand, by Theorem
5.1 and Remark 5.2 we have natural isomorphisms ψ1 : lim−→Y ∈DMHn(Y )R →
Hn(M)R and ψ2 : lim−→Y ∈DMHn(Y )R
′ → Hn(M)R′ . Finally, we consider the
natural isomorphism ψ2 ◦F ◦ψ−11 : Hn(M)R → Hn(M)R
′
. The proof of the
invariance by elementary extensions is similar.
Notation 5.8. We will denote by θ the natural isomorphism given by The-
orem 5.7 between the semialgebraic and the o-minimal homology groups of a
regular and paracompact locally semialgebraic space. Note that if we restrict
θ above to the definable category then we obtain the natural isomorphism
of [6, Prop.3.2].
6 Homotopy theory in LD-spaces
Once we have defined the category of locally definable spaces, in the following
section we will develop a homotopy theory for LD-spaces, that is, regular and
paracompact locally definable spaces. This section is divided in Subsections
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6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, which are the locally definable analogues of Sections 3,4
and 5 of [3], respectively.
6.1 Homotopy sets of locally definable spaces
The homotopy sets in the locally definable category are defined as in the
definable one just substituting the definable maps by the locally definable
ones (see Section 3 in [3]). Specifically, let (M,A) and (N,B) be two pairs
of LD-spaces, i.e., M and N are LD-spaces and A and B are admissible
subspaces of M and N respectively. Let C be a closed admissible subspace
of M and let h : C → N be an ld-map such that h(A∩C) ⊂ B. We say that
two ld-maps f, g : (M,A)→ (N,B) with f |C = g|C = h, are ld-homotopic
relative to h, denoted by f ∼h g, if there exists an ld-homotopy H :
(M × I, A × I) → (N,B) such that H(x, 0) = f(x), H(x, 1) = g(x) for all
x ∈ M and H(x, t) = h(x) for all x ∈ C and t ∈ I. The homotopy set of
(M,A) and (N,B) relative to h is the set
[(M,A), (N,B)]Rh = {f : f : (M,A)→ (N,B) ld-map in R, f |C = h}/ ∼h .
If C = ∅ we omit all references to h. We shall denote by R0 the field
structure of the real closed field R of our o-minimal structure R. Given two
pairs of regular paracompact locally semialgebraic spaces (M,A) and (N,B)
and a locally semialgebraic map h as before, note that we can consider both
[(M,A), (N,B)]R0h and [(M,A), (N,B)]
R
h .
The next theorem is the main result of this section and it establishes a
strong relation between the locally definable and the locally semialgebraic
homotopy. It is the locally definable analogue of [3, Cor.3.3]. Recall the
behavior of the ld-spaces under o-minimal expansions in Proposition 2.9.
Theorem 6.1. Let (M,A) and (N,B) be two pairs of regular paracom-
pact locally semialgebraic spaces. Let C be a closed admissible semialge-
braic subspace of M and h : C → N a locally semialgebraic map such that
h(A ∩ C) ⊂ B. Suppose A is closed in M . Then, the map
ρ : [(M,A), (N,B)]R0h → [(M,A), (N,B)]Rh
[f ] 7→ [f ],
which sends the locally semialgebraic homotopic class of a locally semialge-
braic map to its locally definable homotopic class, is a bijection.
An important tool for the proof of the above theorem (and in general, for
the study of homotopy properties of LD-spaces) is the following homotopy
extension lemma. Even though the proof for locally semialgebraic spaces
(see [8, Cor.III.1.4]) can be adapted to the locally definable setting, we have
included here an alternative proof which, in particular, does not make use of
the Triangulation Theorem of LD-spaces (see Fact 2.10). Firstly, we prove
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a technical lemma which establishes a gluing principle of ld-maps by closed
definable subsets.
Fact 6.2. [8, Prop. I.3.16] Let M be an ld-space and {Cj : j ∈ J} be an
admissible covering of M by closed definable subspaces. Let N be an ld-space
and f : M → N be a map (not necessarily continuous) such that f |Cj is an
ld-map for each j ∈ J . Then, f is an ld-map.
Proof. Let (Mi, φi)i∈I be the atlas of M . We have to prove that the con-
ditions of Definition 2.4 are satisfied. Firstly, note that since the covering
{Cj : j ∈ J} is admissible, for each i ∈ I there is a finite subset Ji ⊂ J such
that Mi ⊂
⋃
j∈Ji Cj . Therefore, since f |Mi∩Cj is continuous and Mi ∩ Cj is
a closed subset of Mi for all j ∈ Ji, f |Mi is also continuous for every i ∈ I.
Now, to prove that f(Mi) is a definable subspace of N for each i ∈ I, note
that, since each f |Cj is an ld-map and Cj is a definable subspace of M ,
f(Mi ∩ Cj) is a definable subspace of N for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J . Hence,
Ni := f(Mi) =
⋃
j∈Ji f(Mi∩Cj) is a definable subspace of N for each i ∈ I.
Finally, the map f |Mi : Mi → Ni is definable since f |Mi∩Cj : Mi ∩ Cj → Ni
is definable for all j ∈ Ji.
Lemma 6.3 (Homotopy extension lemma). Let M,N be two LD-spaces
and let A be a closed admissible subspace of M . Let f : M → N be an ld-map
and H : A× I → N a ld-homotopy such that H(x, 0) = f(x) for all x ∈ A.
Then, there exists a ld-homotopy G : M × I → N such that G(x, 0) = f(x)
for all x ∈M and G|A×I = H.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that M is connected and
hence, by Fact 2.7.(2), that M is Lindelo¨f. Let (Mk, φk)k∈N be an atlas of M .
Consider Xn :=
⋃n
k=0Mk for each n ∈ N. By Fact 2.7.(1) each Xn is a closed
definable subspace of M and hence {Xn : n ∈ N} is an admissible covering
by closed definable subspaces such that Xn ⊂ Xn+1 for all n ∈ N. Take the
restrictions fn := f |Xn and Hn := H|An×I , where An is the closed definable
subspace A∩Xn. Moreover, since M is regular, we can regard each Xn as an
affine definable space (see Remark 2.6). Now, by the o-minimal homotopy
extension lemma (Lemma 2.1 in [3]) and applying an induction process, we
can find a collection of definable homotopies Gn : Xn × I → N such that
Gn(x, 0) = fn(x) for all x ∈ Xn, Gn|Xn−1×I = Gn−1 and Gn|An×I = Hn.
Finally, we define the map G : M × I → N such that G|Xn×I = Gn for
every n ∈ N. By Fact 6.2, the map G is locally definable and, by definition,
G|A×I = H and G(x, 0) = f(x) for all x ∈M .
Proof of Theorem 6.1. With the above tools at hand we can follow the lines
of the proof of [8, Thm. III.4.2]. Here are the details. As in the definable
case, it suffices to prove that ρ is surjective when A = B = ∅. Indeed, we
can do here similar reductions than the ones we followed after [3, Prop. 3.2]
just applying the homotopy extension lemma for LD-spaces (see Lemma 6.3)
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instead of its definable version. Now, we divide the proof in two cases.
Case M is a semialgebraic space: Since M is regular, we can assume that
it is affine (see Remark 2.6). Let f : M → N be an ld-map such that
f |C = h. Since M is semialgebraic, f(M) is a definable subspace of the
locally semialgebraic space N and therefore it is contained in the union of
a finite number of semialgebraic charts. Hence, there is a semialgebraic
subspace N ′ of N such that f(M) ⊂ N ′. Now, since N is regular, we can
regard N ′ also as an affine definable space and therefore we can see the map
f : M → N ′ as a definable map between semialgebraic sets (see comments
after Definition 2.4). By [3, Cor. 3.3] (which is the definable version of
Theorem 6.1), there exist a definable homotopy H ′ : M × I → N ′ such that
H ′(x, 0) = f(x) for all x ∈ M , H ′(x, t) = h(x) for all x ∈ C and t ∈ I
and H ′(−, 1) : M → N ′ is semialgebraic. Hence, it suffices to consider the
definable homotopy H = i ◦ H ′ where i : N ′ → N is the inclusion, to get
ρ([H(−, 1)]) = [f ].
General Case: Let f : M → N be an ld-map such that f |C = h. We have
to show that f is ld-homotopic relative to h to a locally semialgebraic map.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that M is connected and hence,
by Fact 2.7.(2), that M is Lindelo¨f. Furthermore, by [8, Thm. I.4.11] (which
states the shrinking covering property for regular paracompact locally semi-
algebraic spaces) there is a locally finite covering {Xn : n ∈ N} of M by
closed semialgebraic subspaces. Consider the closed semialgebraic subspace
Yn := X0 ∪ · · · ∪ Xn and the closed admissible subspace Cn := Yn ∪ C
for each n ∈ N. By the previous case, there exist a definable homotopy
H˜0 : Y0×I → N such that H˜0(x, 0) = f(x) for all x ∈ Y0, H˜0(−, 1) : Y0 → N
is a locally semialgebraic map and H˜0(x, t) = h(x) for all x ∈ C ∩ Y0 and
t ∈ I. Moreover, by Lemma 6.3, there exist an ld-homotopy H0 : M×I → N
with H0(x, 0) = f(x) for all x ∈M , H0(x, t) = h(x) for all x ∈ C and t ∈ I
and such that H0|Y0×I = H˜0. In particular, g0 := H0|C0×{1} is a locally
semialgebraic map with g0|C = h. Now, by iteration we obtain a sequence
of ld-homotopies {Hn : M × I → N : n ∈ N} such that
(i) gn := Hn|Cn×{1} is a locally semialgebraic map,
(ii) Hn+1(x, t) = gn(x) for all (x, t) ∈ Cn × I (so gn+1|Cn = gn), and
(iii) Hn+1|M×{0} = Hn|M×{1}.
Note that in particular Hn(x, t) = g0(x) = h(x) for all (x, t) ∈ C × I
and n ∈ N. By Fact 6.2, the map g : M → N such that g|Cn = gn for
n ∈ N, is a locally semialgebraic map. Let us show that f is ld-homotopic
to g relative to h. The idea is to glue all the homotopies Hn in a correct
way. Let tn := 1 − 2−n for each n ∈ N. Consider the map G : M × I → N
such that (a) G(x, t) = Hn(x, t−tntn+1−tn ) for all x ∈ M and t ∈ [tn, tn+1] and
(b) G(x, t) = g(x) otherwise. By construction it is clear that G(x, t) = h(x)
for all (x, t) ∈ C × I. It remains to check that G is indeed an ld-map.
By Fact 6.2, it suffices to show that the restriction G|Yn×I is definable for
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each n ∈ N. So fix n ∈ N. By definition, G|Yn×[0,tn] is clearly definable.
On the other hand, take (x, t) ∈ Yn × [tn, 1]. If t > tm for every m ∈ N,
then G(x, t) = g(x) by definition. If t ∈ [tm, tm+1] for some m ≥ n, then
G(x, t) = Hm(x, t) = gn(x) = g(x). Therefore G|Yn×[tn,1] = g|Yn , which is
also a definable map. Hence G|Yn×I is definable, as required.
The following corollary is the analogue (and it can be proved adapting
its proof) of [3, Cor.3.4] for LD-spaces. Recall the behavior of the ld-spaces
under elementary extensions in Fact 2.8.
Corollary 6.4. Let M and N be two pairs of regular paracompact locally
semialgebraic spaces defined without parameters. Then, there exist a bijec-
tion
ρ : [M(R), N(R)]→ [M,N ]R,
where [M(R), N(R)] denotes the classical homotopy set. Moreover, if the
real closed field R is a field extension of R, then the result remains true
allowing parameters from R.
Note that both Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.4 remain true for systems
of LD-spaces (see [3, Cor.3.3]). Thanks to the Triangulation Theorem for
LD-spaces (see Fact 2.10), we have also the following corollary (see the proof
of [3, Cor.3.6], noting that the finiteness of the simplicial complexes plays
an irrelevant role).
Corollary 6.5. Let M and N be LD-spaces defined without parameters.
Then, any ld-map f : M → N is ld-homotopic to an ld-map g : M → N
defined without parameters. If moreover M and N are locally semialgebraic
spaces then g can also be taken locally semialgebraic.
6.2 Homotopy groups of locally definable spaces
The homotopy groups in the locally definable category are defined as in
the definable setting using ld-maps instead of the definable ones (see Sec-
tion 4 in [3]). Specifically, given a pointed LD-space (M,x0), i.e., M is an
LD-space and x0 ∈ M , we define the n-homotopy group as the homo-
topy set pin(M,x0)R := [(In, ∂In), (M,x0)]R. We define pi0(M,x0) as the
collection of all connected components of M (which coincides with the col-
lection of the path connected ones by Fact 4.2). We say that (M,A, x0) is
a pointed pair of LD-spaces if M is an LD-space, A is an admissible sub-
space of M and x0 ∈ A. The relative n-homotopy group, n ≥ 1, of a
pointed pair (M,A, x0) of LD-spaces is the homotopy set pin(X,A, x0)R =
[(In, In−1, Jn−1), (X,A, x0)]R, where In−1 = {(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ In : tn = 0}
and Jn−1 = ∂In \ In−1.
As in the definable case (see Section 4 in [3]), we can see that the ho-
motopy groups pin(M,x0)R and pim(M,A, x0)R are indeed groups for n ≥ 1
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and m ≥ 2, the group operation is defined via the usual concatenation of
maps. Moreover, these groups are abelian for n ≥ 2 and m ≥ 3. Also, given
an ld-map between pointed LD-spaces (or pointed pairs of LD-spaces), we
define the induced map in homotopy, as usual, by composing. The latter
will be a group homomorphism in the case we have a group structure. It
is easy to check that with these definitions of homotopy group and induced
map, both the absolute and relative homotopy groups pin(−) are covariant
functors.
The following three results (and their relative versions) can be deduced
from Theorem 6.1 (see the proofs of [3, Thm.4.1], [3, Cor.4.3] and [3, Cor.4.4]).
Corollary 6.6. For every regular paracompact locally semialgebraic pointed
space (M,x0) and every n ≥ 1, the map ρ : pin(M,x0)R0 → pin(M,x0)R :
[f ] 7→ [f ], is a natural isomorphism.
Corollary 6.7. Let (M,x0) be a regular paracompact locally semialgebraic
pointed space defined without parameters. Then, there exists a natural iso-
morphism between the classical homotopy group pin(M(R), x0) and the ho-
motopy group pin(M(R), x0)R for every n ≥ 1.
Corollary 6.8. The homotopy groups are invariants under elementary ex-
tensions and o-minimal expansions.
All the results of Section 4 in [3] remains true in the locally definable
category. We recall here briefly these results.
(1) The homotopy property : If two ld-maps are ld-homotopic then they in-
duce the same homomorphism between the homotopy groups.
(2) The exactness property : Given a pointed pair (M,A, x0) of LD-spaces,
the following sequence is exact,
· · · → pin(A, x0) i∗→ pin(M,x0) j∗→ pin(M,A, x0) ∂→ pin−1(A, x0)→ · · · → pi0(A, x0),
where ∂ is the usual boundary map ∂ : pin(M,A, x0)R → pin−1(A, x0)R :
[f ] 7→ [f |In−1 ] and i : (A, x0)→ (M,x0) and j : (M,x0, x0)→ (M,A, x0) are
the inclusions (and the superscript R has been omitted).
(3) The action of pi1 on pin: Given a pointed LD-space (M,x0), there
is an action β : pi1(M,x0)R × pin(M,x0)R → pin(M,x0)R. In a simi-
lar way, given a pointed pair (M,A, x0) of LD-spaces, there is an action
β : pi1(A, x0)R × pin(M,A, x0)R → pin(M,A, x0)R. In the absolute (rela-
tive) case, we will denote by β[u] the isomorphism β([u],−) : pin(M,x0)R →
pin(M,x0)R (resp. β([u],−) : pin(M,A, x0)R → pin(M,A, x0)R) for each
[u] ∈ pi1(X,x0)R (resp. [u] ∈ pi1(A, x0)R).
The homotopy property is clear by definition. The exactness property
can be proved with a straightforward adaptation of the proof of the classical
one. Alternatively, we can also transfer the classical exactness property
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using the Triangulation Theorem (see Fact 2.10) and Corollary 6.6. Finally,
the existence of the action of pi1 on pin is just an application of the homotopy
extension lemma (see Lemma 6.3 and [3, Prop.4.6.(3)]). Furthermore, the
following technical lemma is easy to prove (see the proof of [3, Lem.4.7]).
Lemma 6.9. Let (M,x0) and (N, y0) two pointed LD-spaces. Let ψ :
(M,x0) → (N, y0) be an ld-map and let [u] ∈ pi1(M,x0)R. Then, for all
[f ] ∈ pin(M,x0)R, ψ∗(β[u]([f ])) = βψ∗([u])(ψ∗([f ])).
The only part of Section 4 in [3] which has not an obvious extension to
LD-spaces is the one which concerning fibrations. Naturally, we say that
an ld-map p : E → B between LD-spaces is a (Serre) fibration if it has
the homotopy lifting property for each (resp. closed and bounded) definable
sets. As in [3, Rmk. 4.8], the homotopy lifting property for closed simplices
implies the homotopy lifting property for pairs of closed and bounded de-
finable sets. Note that the restriction of a (Serre) fibration to the preimage
of a definable subspace is not necessarily a definable (resp. Serre) fibra-
tion. However, the fibration property (see [3, Thm.4.9]) for LD-spaces can
be proved just adapting directly the classical proof.
Theorem 6.10 (The fibration property). Let B and E be LD-spaces. Then,
for every Serre fibration p : E → B, the induced map p∗ : pin(E,F, e0)R →
pin(B, b0)R is a bijection for n = 1 and an isomorphism for all n ≥ 2, where
e0 ∈ F = p−1(b0).
As in the definable setting (see [3, Prop.4.10]), the main examples of
fibrations are the covering maps. Given two ld-spaces E and B, a covering
map p : E → B is a surjective ld-map p such that there is an admissible
covering {Ui : i ∈ I} of B by open definable subspaces and for each i ∈ I
and each connected component V of p−1(Ui), the restriction p|V : V → Ui
is a locally definable homeomorphism (so in particular both V and p|V are
definable).
Proposition 6.11. Let B and E be LD-spaces. Then, every covering map
p : E → B is a fibration.
Proof. Firstly, note that coverings satisfy the unicity of liftings as in the
definable case (see [12, Lem.2.5]). Indeed, given a connected LD-space Z
and two ld-maps f˜1, f˜2 : Z → E with p◦f˜1 = p◦f˜2 and f˜1(z) = f˜2(z) for some
z ∈ Z, we have that f˜1 = f˜2. This is so because both {z ∈ Z : f˜1(z) = f˜2(z)}
and {z ∈ Z : f˜1(z) 6= f˜2(z)} are clopen admissible subspaces of Z. The path
lifting and the homotopy lifting properties also remain true for p (see the
definable case in [12, Prop.2.6] and [12, Prop.2.7]). To see this for the path
lifting property take an admissible covering {Uj : j ∈ J} of B as in the
definition of covering map. Let γ : I → B be an ld-curve. Since γ(I) is
a definable subspace of B, we have that γ(I) ⊂ ⋃j∈J0 Uj for some finite
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subset J0 of J . Now, by the shrinking covering property of definable sets,
there are 0 = s0 < s1 < · · · < sr = 1 such that for each i = 0, . . . , r − 1 we
have γ([si, si+1]) ⊂ Uj(i) and γ(si+1) ∈ Uj(i) ∩Uj(i+1). Hence, by the unicity
of liftings, it suffices to lift each γ|[si,si+1] step by step using the definable
homeomorphism p|Vj(i) : Vj(i) → Uj(i) for the suitable connected component
Vj(i) of p−1(Uj(i)). The proof of the homotopy lifting property is similar.
Finally, the above properties and the fact that the images of definable
sets by ld-maps are definable subspaces, give us the homotopy lifting prop-
erty for definable sets as in [3, Prop.4.10].
Corollary 6.12. Let B and E be LD-spaces. Let p : E → B be a covering
and let p(e0) = b0. Then, p∗ : pin(E, e0)R → pin(B, b0)R is an isomorphism
for every n > 1 and injective for n = 1.
Proof. Since p is a covering, p−1(b0) is discrete. Hence pin(p−1(b0), e0) = 0
for every n ≥ 1. Then, the result follows from Proposition 6.11 and both
the exactness and the fibration properties.
We end this subsection with one of the motivations for considering the
locally definable category.
Fact 6.13. [7, Thm.5.11] Let B be a connected ld-space, b0 ∈ B and let
L be a subgroup of pi1(B, b0)R. Then, there exists connected ld-space E and
a covering p : E → B with p∗(pi1(E, e0)R) = L for some e0 ∈ p−1(b0).
Moreover, if B is an LD-space then E is also an LD-space.
6.3 The Hurewicz and Whitehead theorems for locally de-
finable spaces
We define the Hurewicz homomorphism in a similar same way as in the
definable case but using the homology groups developed in Section 5. We
fix a generator zR0n of Hn(In, ∂In)R0 (recall that Hn(In, ∂In)R0 ∼= Z). Let
zRn := θ(zR0n ), where θ is the natural transformation of Notation 5.8 between
the (locally) semialgebraic and the (locally) definable homology groups.
Given a pointed LD-space (M,x0), the Hurewicz homomorphism, for
n ≥ 1, is the map hn,R : pin(M,x0)R → Hn(M)R : [f ] 7→ hn,R([f ]) = f∗(zRn ),
where f∗ : Hn(In, ∂I)R → Hn(M)R denotes the map in singular homology
induced by f . We define the relative Hurewicz homomorphism adapting in
the obvious way what was done in the absolute case. It is easy to check that
hn,R is a natural transformation between the functors pin(−)R and Hn(−)R.
The following result can be easily deduced from the naturality of the isomor-
phisms ρ and θ introduced in Corollary 6.6 and Notation 5.8 respectively
(see [3, Prop.5.1]).
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Proposition 6.14. Let (M,x0) be a pointed regular paracompact locally
semialgebraic space. Then, the following diagram commutes
pin(M,x0)R0
hn,R0 //
ρ

Hn(M)R0
θ

pin(M,x0)R hn,R
// Hn(M)R
for all n ≥ 1.
Now, the proofs in the definable setting of the Hurewicz and the White-
head theorems (see [3, Thm.5.3] and [3, Thm.5.6]) apply for LD-spaces just
using (i) the locally definable category instead of the definable one, (ii) the
respective isomorphisms ρ and θ of Theorem 6.1 and Notation 5.8 instead
of the definable ones and (iii) the Triangulation Theorem for LD-spaces (see
Fact 2.10). Note that in the proofs of the definable versions of the Hurewicz
and Whitehead theorems, the finiteness of the simplicial complexes plays an
irrelevant role. Specifically, we have the following results (recall the action
β of pi1 on pin defined after Corollary 6.8).
Theorem 6.15 (Hurewicz theorems). Let (M,x0) be a pointed LD-space
and n ≥ 1. Suppose that pir(M,x0)R = 0 for every 0 ≤ r ≤ n − 1. Then,
the Hurewicz homomorphism
hn,R : pin(M,x0)R → Hn(M)R
is surjective and its kernel is the subgroup generated by {β[u]([f ])[f ]−1 : [u] ∈
pi1(M,x0)R, [f ] ∈ pin(M,x0)R}. In particular, hn,R is an isomorphism for
n ≥ 2.
Theorem 6.16 (Whitehead theorem). Let M and N be two LD-spaces.
Let ψ : M → N be an ld-map such that for some x0 ∈M , ψ∗ : pin(M,x0)R →
pin(N,ψ(x0))R is an isomorphism for all n ≥ 1. Then, ψ is an ld-homotopy
equivalence.
Corollary 6.17. Let M be an LD-space and let x0 ∈M . If pin(M,x0)R = 0
for all n ≥ 0 then M is ld-contractible.
POSTSCRIPT. After a preliminary version of this paper was written, the
preprint [18] by A. Pie¸kosz has appeared with some related results.
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